Age–related difference of substances controlling mitoses in lymph is a new way of drugs design and development

Abstract

Objective: Mitosis is a fundamental age-related process. Mitoses are in different tissues and they are regulated by mediators. Mediators, for example, cytokines, hormones, are used as drugs for cancer, graft–versus–host disease and other diseases. Our goal is to assess available research pertinent to age–related mitoses, cytokines and hormones in lymph (body fluid), in particular, in thoracic duct lymph (TDL) in norm and use them in new drug design and development.

Methods: We investigated the data banks of PubMed/Medline, World Cat, Google and Index Copernicus searching for articles published in the past four decades.

Results: Three articles described some morphological properties and quantitative changes of age related mitoses in TDL in norm. One research was dedicated to quantitative and morphological features of TDL lymphocytes in norm and thyroxin–treated. Several studies were focused on physiology of angiotensins, insulin, steroid hormones. A lot of latest publications focus on mediators of proliferation and mitosis. Interleukins are being researched in lymph in antigen–stimulation and other impacts. Age influence on immunity system, on mitoses in particular was revealed. In spite of the progress in the field of drug design there is a view about unsuccessful attempts to solve some problems by reductionist methods. The development of drug design needs to accomplish several complex multistep schemes, control cytotoxicities and then compare the results.

Conclusion: The above mentioned data show the immune system changes with age, in norm and in impact. The changes and difference of TDL mitosis mediators in norm of mature and immature organisms have not been studied. It is necessary to develop new drug components. It is suggested that the changes and difference of TDL mitosis mediators between healthy newborn (neonatal, immature) and adults (mature) can be used to get a key to new drug design for cancer, graft–versus–host disease and other diseases.
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Introduction

Cell division (mitosis) and gamete production (meiosis) are fundamental requirements for normal organism development. The mammalian cell cycle is tightly regulated by different checkpoints ensuring complete and precise chromosomal segregation and duplication. 1, 2 A great amount of basic research over the past few decades has provided unprecedented insights into the highly complex process of cell division. 1, 2, 3 Mitosis is age-related process. 1, 2, 3, 4 There are mitoses in different normal tissues and they depict the results of mediators effects. So, some studies are focused on the effects of angiotensins, insulin, steroid hormones and kinases. 7–11 The enormous number of latest publications focus on mediators of proliferation and mitosis. 14–16 Interleukins of peripheral lymph and TDL in antigen–stimulation and other impacts are being studied. 17–22 Several articles describe some morphological properties and quantitative changes of age–related mitoses of TDL in healthy adults. 23–26 One research describes the quantity and some morphological features of TDL lymphocytes in norm and thyroxin–treated. Some authors place an emphasis on the development of new drug gable components 4 and underline that the development of drug design needs to accomplish several complex multistep schemes, control cytotoxicities and then compare the schemes.15, 27 In spite of the progress in the field of drug design there is a view about unsuccessful attempts (in a latest publication) to solve some problems by reductionist methods and concentration on the parts of the system for which molecular information is available. 28 Natural compounds from various plants, microorganisms and marine species play an important role in the discovery of new components that can be successfully used in numerous biomedical applications, including anticancer therapeutics.29 Our own preliminary (unpublished) data suggest that there can be negative correlation between mitoses number and lymphocytes number in TDL of healthy rabbits in the age range (from immature to mature). Our goal is to assess available researches relevant to age–related mitoses, cytokines and hormones in lymph (body fluid) and, in particular, in TDL of normal newborn (neonatal, immature), adults (mature) and map out a new way to drug design and development.
Methods

We investigated the data banks of PubMed/Medline, World Cat, Google and Index Copernicus searching for articles published in the past four decades and valued available researches relevant to the following: 1) age–related mitoses, 2) cytokines and hormones in lymph (body fluid), 3) mitoses, cytokines and hormones in TDL in healthy newborn (neonatal, immature), 4) mitoses, cytokines and hormones in TDL in adults (mature). Four hundred forty five articles have been analyzed. The analyzed data suggest mapping out a new way to drug design and development.

Results

Three articles described some morphological properties and quantitative changes of age related data about mitoses of TDL in norm. One research was dedicated to quantitative and morphological features of TDL lymphocytes in norm and thyroxin–treated. Several studies were focused on physiology angiotsins, insulin, steroid hormones and kinases. The enormous number of latest publications focus on mediators of proliferation and mitosis. Interleukins are being researched in lymph in antigen–stimulation and other impacts. Age influence on immunity system, mitoses, in particular, was established. In spite of the progress in the field of drug design there is a view about unsuccessful attempts to solve some problems by reductionist methods and concentration on parts of the system for which molecular information is available. The development of drug design needs to accomplish several complex multistep schemes, control cytotoxicities and then compare the results.

Discussion

Although we have analyzed four hundred forty five articles not all of them have been inserted in the article. Only more appropriate studies for the article aim have been used. The results of the analyses show that cell division (mitosis) and game production (meiosis) are fundamental requirements for normal organism development. The mammalian cell cycle is tightly regulated by different checkpoints ensuring complete and precise chromosomal segregation and duplication. A colossal amount of basic research over the past few decades has provided unprecedented insights into the highly complex process of cell division. There is an ever–expanding catalogue of proteins that orchestrate, participate and coordinate the exquisite processes of spindle formation, chromosome dynamics and the formation and regulation of kinetochore–microtubule attachments. The use of classical microtubule poisons has still been widely and often successfully used to combat a variety of cancers, but their non–selective interference in other crucial physiologic processes necessitate the identification of novel druggable components specific to the cell cycle/division pathway. Interleukins of peripheral lymph and DTL in antigen–stimulation and other impacts were studied. Several articles describe some morphological properties and quantitative changes of age–related mitoses of TDL in normal adults. Some authors emphasize the development of new druggable components and claim that the development of drug design needs to accomplish several complex multistep schemes, control cytotoxicities and then compare the schemes. Flow cytometry revealed increasing levels of different suppressive myeloid cells in lymphoid organs: MDSCs dominated bone marrow (BM) and spleens, M2 macrophages dominated tumor–draining lymph nodes (DLN) and a mixed IL–10(+)/TNF–α(+) CD206(−)/CX3CR1(+) M1/M2 (M3) macrophage subset dominated the mesothelioma microenvironment. Ki67 staining and cell cycle analysis showed that tumor–associated M1 and M3, but not M2, macrophages were proliferating in situ, with M1 cells arrested in the G1 phase while M3 cells progressed to mitosis. It is known that mitosis is age–related process as well as other components of immune system. It was posited that a combination of adjuvantation systems may provide enhanced immune activation but has typically been developed without regard to the age of the target population and distinct combinations of TLRs and C–type lectin receptor agonists may enhance Th1 responses of newborn DCs. Neutrophils, monocyte/macrophages and dendritic cells, which first recognize and respond to infection, show age–related impairment of many functions relevant to anti–viral responses. Natural killer cells control many viral infections and show age–related changes in phenotype and functional responses. Researchers keep searching of reduced response of aged DCs to RA enhances mucosal inflammation in the elderly, increasing their susceptibility to mucosal diseases. To obtain the mitoses the original method of obtaining central lymph from the cistern chilli of thoracic duct was used. TDL sampling was performed with original glass micropipettes (as an injection needle). Mitoses were revealed in TDL of anesthetized intact rabbits “Chinchilla”: 50 adult rabbits – group 1, 15 immature rabbits – group 2. The specimens of cells were transferred (as smears) to the microscopic slide, stained with Giemsa and studied with a light microscope. Various mitoses stages were revealed in TDL of immature rabbits (16–25 mitoses in every smear). Asymmetric mitoses and the following stages of mitoses: prophase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase, cytokinesis were not revealed in TDL of adult rabbits. The results of the investigation confirm the existence of the mitotic factor in TDL. The revealed quantitative differences of age–related mitoses in TDL open a new approach to the investigation of physiological function and regulation of mitoses. Mitosis has a recurring character. The results of the study suggest a new approach to the creation of cancer vaccines and other drugs. Similar changes can be revealed in plants. It is described that natural compounds from various plants, microorganisms and marine species play an important role in the discovery of novel components that can be successfully used in numerous biomedical applications, including anticancer therapeutics. Now researchers keep searching for the combination of adjuvantation systems to provide immune system correction. At the same time, in spite of the progress in the field of drug design there is a view about unsuccessful attempts to solve some problems by reductionist methods and concentration on parts of the system for which molecular information is available.

Conclusion

The above mentioned data show immune system changes with aging, in norm and in impact. Changes and differences of TDL mitosis mediators in healthy mature and immature organisms have not been studied. It is necessary to develop new drug gable components. The mechanism of the change of age–related mitosis and mediators changes in TDL of immature and mature organisms in norm is unclear. It is suggested that the changes and difference of TDL mitosis mediators between healthy newborns (neonatal, immature) and adults (mature) can be used to get a key to a novel design of new drugs for cancer, graft–versus–host disease and other diseases. Natural age–related changes and difference of mitoses and TDL mediators of healthy immature and mature organisms can be used as a basic predictive mitosis model for the development strategy in wide biological and medical fields.
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